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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional 3D toon shading requiring clean-up and editing. (b) Result after normal smoothing which lacks detail. (c) Our parametric edits
(labelled 3D controllers) to build a "shading rig". (d) Edited result from the shading rig being applied to (b), with light direction shown in the top-right. Note
the retained mouth and nose definition. (e, f) Animating the shading rig with lighting changes, with stylistic details added such as the dynamic Rembrandt
triangle. Model by Georgiy Nomerovsky licensed under CC BY.
Despite the popularity of 3D animation techniques, the style of 2D cel animation is seeing increased use in games and interactive applications. However,
conventional 3D toon shading frequently requires manual editing to clean
up undesired shadows or add stylistic details based on art direction. This
editing is impractical for the frame-by-frame editing in cartoon feature film
post-production. For interactive stylised media and games, post-production
is unavailable due to real-time constraints, so art-direction must be preserved
automatically. For these reasons, artists often resort to mesh and texture
edits to mitigate undesired shadows typical of toon shaders. Such edits allow
real-time rendering but are limited in resolution, animation quality, and lack
detail control for stylised shadow design.
In our framework, artists build a "shading rig", a collection of these edits,
that allows artists to animate toon shading. Artists pre-animate the shading
rig under changing lighting, to dynamically preserve artistic intent in a live
application, without manual intervention. We show our method preserves
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continuous motion and shape interpolation, with fewer keyframes than
previous work. Our shading shape interpolation is computationally cheaper
than state-of-the-art image interpolation techniques. We achieve these improvements while preserving vector quality rendering, without resorting
either to high texture resolution or mesh density.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Cel animation remains a prevalent form of artistic expression. The
freedom offered by manual drawing largely attracts content creators to develop hand-drawn comic and cartoon style characters
for feature films and interactive media such as games. Using digital
tools, artists create 3D models from character artwork for automated
rendering from any viewpoint. However, many manual appearance
edits are required to keep 3D stylised rendering faithful to handdrawn media. This is important for preserving the original appeal
and emotional response elicited by the character and story [Guertault et al. 2018; Katsura and Anjyo 2007; Motomura 2015; Wood
et al. 1997].
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One of the key challenges of 3D cartoon media is controlling the
light and shadow areas generated by conventional toon shading
[Lake et al. 2000]. This is because the abstract two-tone shading style
creates undesirable shadow shapes, or removes important surface details, when illumination changes. Even in realistic rendering styles,
artists require fine-grained, non-physical, shadow shape control
[Burley et al. 2018]. Stylised feature films thus require frame-byframe editing during post-production which is inefficient, especially
when repeating the same manual edits in different shots. For interactive stylised media and games, post-production is not possible, as
frames need to be synthesised and displayed at real-time rates, under
varying illumination. As a consequence, stylised interactive content
features limited interactions, fixed lighting and inflexible camera
movements, to keep pre-production costs manageable [Motomura
2015].
Considering that the use of 3D cartoon characters will increase
drastically, we face greater challenges for stylised interactive media
and game creation. A new approach is desired to enable artistdefined toon shading edits that automatically adapt to dynamic
lighting in real-time. Unfortunately only a few approaches exist towards this goal. For example, mesh-based editing methods support
fixed lighting, but require further manual tweaking under dynamic
lighting [Motomura 2015]. Todo et al. [2007] support keyframing of
edits across an animation sequence. However their shadow animation is discontinuous, unless many keyframes are added to fill in the
gaps. The flexibility of rotoscoping vector masks, commonly used
for shade editing in offline films, cannot support real-time dynamic
animation on 3D surfaces.
Real-time 2D shape interpolation offered by optimal mass transport [Nader and Guennebaud 2018] could solve the discontinuous
shadow animation problem. However, this is limited by texture resolution where artists strive for infinite resolution vector quality
[Guertault et al. 2018; Motomura 2015].
We present the "Shading Rig", a framework for designing and
animating dynamic art-directed 3D toon shading. We design a novel
parametric model for generating shading edits, that allow for continuous, real-time, art-directed shadow animation. In particular, our
model can generate edits to existing shade, rather than designing
arbitrary shadows from scratch. Unlike the static offset functions of
Todo et al. [2007], our edits are directly manipulable, and animatable,
while preserving vector-quality detail. Notably, our method allows
artists to create and animate edits across a surface mesh, allowing
for both time or light changes. Animators can then precisely preanimate how light and shadow fall on a character as determined by
art direction. Interactive applications can then reproduce the artistdefined shading variation, at a much lower performance cost than
real-time image-based shape interpolation [Nader and Guennebaud
2018]. Most importantly, as illustrated in Figure 1 our shading rig
enables dynamically art-directed rendering in interactive cartoon
media, without artist intervention. We summarise our contributions
as follows:

• We present a novel parametric model for 3D toon shading
edits for real-time, animatable, vector-quality shade editing.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.

• Our shading edits provide continuous motion and shading
shape interpolation, with fewer keyframes than previous approaches such as Todo et al. [2007].
• Our shape model is computationally cheaper than state-ofthe-art real-time 2D shape interpolation techniques such as
[Nader and Guennebaud 2018].
The remainder of this paper includes a state of the art review,
followed by our approach. Section 4 provides a mathematical description of our model, followed by the experimental evaluation and
comparison to previous techniques in Section 5. Section 6 discusses
limitations of our technique and proposes future work.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we survey prior work in toon shade editing for both
offline and real-time applications. We also review patch-based stylisation work for artist-defined shading animation, as well as implicit
and texture-based 2D shape interpolation for representing 2D toon
shadow shapes.

2.1

Toon Shade Editing

To reduce the likelihood of problematic shadows from conventional
toon shading [Lake et al. 2000], vertex normal smoothing [Barla et al.
2006] helps to simplify shadows, but this removes high-frequency
details. Other mesh-based editing techniques such as normal or UV
editing [Guertault et al. 2018; Motomura 2015] require high mesh
density and the edit cannot be animated across the surface mesh.
Previous works that allow for stylised toon shading are still limited
in controllability. 2DToonShade [Hudon et al. 2019] can be used to
control toon shading on 2D drawings. The work of Todo et al. [2013]
allows a user-created lit-sphere image to arbitrarily define stylised
shading gradation on 3D surfaces. However, for complex characters,
shading edits on a lit-sphere (or similar parametrisation [Pacanowski
et al. 2008]) cannot be made locally without unpredictably affecting
other areas. Vanderhaeghe et al. [2011] use procedural shading
primitives to build custom stylised shaders, but these also lack local
control. Our problem concerns dynamic toon shading control, rather
than producing line details via contour rendering [Bénard et al.
2014].
The paint interface of Todo et al. [2007] allows artists to edit
toon light and shade regions arbitrarily on a mesh. Smooth offsets
are made to the underlying intensity distribution of the key light.
However, its interpolation between keyframed intensity distributions is limited, which can require many keyframes for continuous
animation. Arief et al. [2015] provide local lit-sphere shading edits
while preserving the artist defined shading style. The edits are parametric, allowing for smooth animation, but the shape of each edit
is not controllable. Anjyo and Hiramitsu [2003] develop parametrically shapable view-dependent specular highlights, suitable for
animation. However, we also require stable behaviour for diffuse
light and shadow. We also use a parametric model for continuous
movement and shape interpolation, but use parameters based on
general shading principles, for fine-grained edits beyond specular
highlights.
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Table 1. Previous solutions for dynamic artist-defined shade editing (including 2D shape interpolation). Our approach achieves all requirements simultaneously.

[Jamriška et al. 2019]
[Nader and Guennebaud 2018]
[Guertault et al. 2018; Motomura 2015; Todo et al. 2007]
[Dokter et al. 2019]
[Turk and O’Brien 2005]
Our approach

2.2

(1) Real-time Animation

(2) Vector representation

(3) Sharp Cusps

(4) Interactive previs

No
Yes
With dense keyframing

Limited by source resolution
No
Yes

Limited by source resolution
No
Limited by geometry

No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Artist-Defined Lighting and Stylised Shading

Many existing techniques allow artistic design or editing of realistic
lighting 3D scenes. The method of Okabe et al. [2007] allows users
to draw the desired realistic illumination on a 3D model. However,
it only solves for global lighting instead of local edits. Tada et al.
[2012] solve local illumination adjustments using RBF interpolation
spatially between control points. WYSIWYG NPR [Kalnins et al.
2002] lets artists directly draw shading on 3D surfaces as simple
line strokes. Several work support freeform editing of occlusion
shadowing from 3D meshes [Mattausch et al. 2013; Pellacini et al.
2002; Ritschel et al. 2010]. Many other art-directable lighting methods also allow artists to non-physically control physical rendering
phenomena [Schmidt et al. 2016]. These produce plausibly realistic images whereas toon shade editing often requires implausible
shadow shape manipulation.
Artist-defined stylised shading and animation has been achieved
with patch-based methods. One such method is image analogies
[Hertzmann et al. 2001] for stylising animation [Bénard et al. 2013]
and video [Jamriška et al. 2019] using image features. Given a few
manually stylised video frames, these methods can preserve local
stylisation across an image sequence. However, they are not realtime, and are limited to fixed lighting. Real-time adaptions of this
approach also only support global shading [Fišer et al. 2016; Sýkora
et al. 2019] with no accommodation for local editing.

2.3

2D Shape Interpolation

We also survey prior work in 2D shape interpolation as a potential
solution to stylised shadow shape interpolation. Level sets of an
implicit radial basis function (RBF) representation have been used
to smoothly interpolate between arbitrary 2D shapes [Turk and
O’Brien 2005]. However, these fail to reconstruct sharp cusps. While
analytic 2D signed distance fields (SDFs) can reproduce sharp points,
and smoothly blend together, these only produce limited geometric
shapes. Recently, Seyb et al. [2019] proposed to freely deform 3D
SDFs using a convex hull, but this has not been adapted to 2D shapes.
Animatable 2D vector masks are commonplace for freeform 2D
shape design and direct manipulation, with infinite resolution. These
are used in an offline 2D compositing or rotoscopy context to create
and edit shade in 3D cartoon animation [Troftgruben 2014]. Vector
Shading Curves [Lieng et al. 2015] have been used to define stylised
shading details but only in 2D. Eisemann et al. [2008] convert toon
shaded 3D renderings into vector art. Loop and Blinn [2005] encode

2D vector paths on triangular meshes providing vector shape rendering under arbitrary 3D projective transformations, suited for GPU
rendering [Kilgard and Bolz 2012]. While real-time on the GPU, this
method offers limited dynamic shape manipulation without costly
re-computation of the mesh. To our knowledge, current research
cannot support animated vector texture mapping in real-time applications (only precomputed static vector textures [Dokter et al. 2019;
Ray et al. 2005; Sun et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2010]).
Fully controlled shading can be rendered as a hand-drawn static
texture map but cannot respond to lighting changes. Optimal mass
transport can provide this texture animation using displacement
interpolation [Bonneel et al. 2011; Solomon et al. 2015]. For realistic
images, this has been used for realistic lighting transfer on faces
[Shu et al. 2018]. Recently, Nader and Guennebaud [2018] have
achieved real-time performance for approximate mass transport.
Although this provides fast arbitrary shape interpolation, there is
still dependence on image resolution. While higher resolutions can
reduce pixelation artifacts upon magnification, the sampling rate
of image textures mapped on 3D meshes would be inconsistent
at different viewpoints. Production game artists also go to great
lengths to maintain vector quality to support extreme close-ups
[Motomura 2015], so we target a fully vector-based approach.

2.4

Summary of Prior Work and Comparison

We summarise the limitations of prior work, as related to production requirements. Based on industry use cases [Guertault et al.
2018; Motomura 2015], we highlight four main requirements for
interactive stylised media:
1) Real-time: Toon shading must render and animate in real-time
and minimally impact computational resource budget.
2) Vector representation: Shading boundaries must be sharp,
without pixelation artifacts, regardless of viewing distance.
3) High-frequency detail: Sharp cusps must remain sharp upon
close-up, independent of mesh/texture resolution.
4) Interactive previsualisation (previs): editing, animation
and previsualisation of shade variation must minimally impact artist
turn-around time.
In table 1 we compare the state-of-the-art from each approach
against these requirements. In this table we note that mesh editing
[Guertault et al. 2018; Motomura 2015] and the method of Todo
et al. [2007] can only reproduce sharp cusps as long as mesh density and topology allows. Without a high density mesh, this limits
the shadows to simple polygonal shapes which restricts artistic
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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expression. Similarly, we classify the patch-based method of Jamriška et al. [2019] to have texture independence and sharp cusps,
due to its ability to sample high-frequency patches in the source
textures without blurring due to magnification. We consider the
real-time shape interpolation method of Nader and Guennebaud
[2018] to fail the interactive previsualisation requirement. Using
higher resolution images dramatically increases this method’s necessary precomputation time. Previsualising an animation would then
become non-interactive, and in turn prohibitive for practical use.
Our approach is the first to simultaneously support all the above
requirements. We achieve this by designing a parametric model
based on artistic shading principles identified in the next section.

3

SHADING RIG OVERVIEW

In this section we give an overview of our shading rig workflow and
interface, to shape and animate toon shading. We also design our
parameters for generating toon shade edits, considering basic light
and shadow elements described in artistic shading literature (Section
3.2). Section 4 gives the formulation of the features described in this
section.

3.1

Shade Edits and Shading Rig

Inspired by the key light and fill light paradigm familiar to artists
[Birn 2000; Landau 2014], we define discrete shading edits, controlled like point lights but with shapeable intensity distributions.
Figure 2 explains the overview of the workflow with our method:
A directional light is firstly specified as the key light providing the
base shading on a 3D mesh. Then our edits are used like shapeable
fill lights for local shading adjustments. Artists control the shape
of an edit using the parameters which we define in Section 3.2. We
refer to the collection of edits, and their parameters, as the "shading rig". The edits are scaled in size based on their distance to the
surface, to match the behaviour of point lights in toon shading.
With multiple edits, complex shapes can be built with the expressivity of offset painting, but can be tweaked and animated with the
flexibility of conventional lighting. Figure 3 shows this shade editing
process, using our prototype interface in Maya. In this example, an
edit (represented by a locator in 3D space) is brought to the surface
of the mesh. This first expands the lit region around the edit radially.
The edit’s shape parameters can then finely control the boundary
of light and shade.
To preserve art direction under dynamic lighting, the shading
rig is animated with changes in the key light direction. When the
key light is rotated, the shadow boundary changes. The shading
rig is then adjusted to achieve the desired shading in this new light
direction. The adjustment is keyframed at this light direction. Section 4.2 describes how we interpolate the shading rig between light
directions.
Artists may add more keyframes for different key light directions.
Figure 5 illustrates this process for a single edit. Figure 5c) also
shows the problem that static edits become invalid when lighting
changes, and must be dynamically corrected like in Figure 5d).
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.

3.2

Shading Edit Parameters

In the literature on artistic shading principles used by professional
artists, Hogarth [1991] distils individual two-tone shapes of light and
shadow in the following ways. Abstract, rounded shadow shapes
are described as "islands of minimal light", "droplets of light" for selectively expressing certain forms. Rounded "deep pools of shadow"
are described to shadow eyes under the brow of a head. More directional shapes are described as "linear highlight[s]" or resemble "arcs
of light" or a "curving slash" that "thickens at certain points", and
"tapers and gradually disappears". Based on these descriptions we
design parameters below. The behaviour of these parameters on an
edit’s shape is shown in Figure 4.
First, for rounded "pools of shadow", circular shapes are produced
by our model by default. In our framework this is equivalent to
using point light sources to add radial light locally on a surface. The
Intensity Gain parameter controls the shape’s influence on shading.
This is similar to controlling intensity in conventional lighting. We
allow negative intensities to create shadows.
We add an Anisotropy parameter, to elongate circular shapes for
the "linear highlight[s]", and a Sharpness parameter for edits to
"taper" at the ends. Varying this parameter smoothly transitions
between rounded and sharp endpoints. We add a Bend parameter
to curve the elongated shapes into the "curving slash[es]" and "arcs
of light". Its magnitude controls the degree of shape curvature. For
curved shapes that "[thicken] at certain points", we provide a Bulge
parameter. While Anisotropy alters thickness, Bulge asymmetrically
controls where thickening occurs along a curve.
A Rotation parameter allows rotating the shape to align it with
surface details. Each edit is also given a Softness parameter to achieve
soft boundary edges in local regions, as required when depicting
certain rounded forms [Guertault et al. 2018; Hogarth 1991].
To control the influence of surface details on the shape, we introduce a Normal Smooth parameter to smooth surface normals
for simplified shading [Barla et al. 2006]. Increasing the Normal
Smooth value will smooth out surface details where simpler shading is desired. Decreasing its value helps the shape to conform with
surface details. This behaviour allows an edit to "repeat the external contours" Hogarth [1991] to reveal ridges and complex detail
on a surface. The normal smooth parameter also helps to achieve
complex or simple shading, as varied depending on character traits
[McCloud 1993].

3.3

Edit Blending and Deformation

Custom shapes beyond the range expressed by our parameters are
achieved by combining or blending individual edits. Our framework
uses two types of edits for blending shadow areas: intensities and
masks. Intensity edits produce shapes that smoothly blend with
base shading, and with other edits. These edits create smooth joins
between other shaded areas. Masks edits, however, create binary
regions of light and shade that use boolean union and subtract
operations to blend with other shading regions. This helps finescale edits hold their shape under lighting variation (unless they are
specifically animated with the key light). These edits create sharp
joins when combined with other shaded areas.
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Shape Parameters

Shaped Edit

Anisotropy
Sharpness
Bend
Bulge
Rotation
Normal Smooth

(a)

(b) Shading Rig

(c) Pre-animation

(d) Dynamic Art-direction

Fig. 2. Overview of our approach: a) Artists use our parameters to shape discrete shadow edits. b) Artist applies several edits on a character to art-direct
shading, forming a shading rig. c) Artist animates the shading rig to art-direct shadow transitions as the key light direction changes. d) The art-directed
shadow animation is automatically reproduced during lighting and pose changes.
Key light

Table 2. Shading shape model control parameters.
Edited
boundary

Shading Boundary

Shaped Edit

Edit

Fig. 3. From left to right: key light adjusted for base toon shadows to be
edited. Edit placed near surface mesh to adjust shading boundary. The edit
is shaped using our parameters.

Another useful mode for each edit is Track Deformation, which
fixes an edit’s shape to a moving or deforming surface during animation. Both Intensity and Mask type edits can be set to track
surface deformations. This saves artists from having to manually
animate edits to follow a deforming surface. It also matches the
static shading behaviour of texture or vertex painting while remaining animatable like a point source. Our edit blending modes and
deformation tracking behaviour are visualised in Figure 6.

3.4

Local Editing Control

Like conventional point lighting, each edit has a user-defined radius
of influence, beyond which the edit’s intensity falls off and has no
influence on shading. With this distance-based fall-off and the previously mentioned shape scaling control, animating edits to smoothly
appear and disappear is achieved by moving them toward or away
from a surface. For Intensity edits, the Intensity Gain parameter can
also be used.
Since our edits can be shaped, we require a direction in which to
project the shaped areas of light and shade. By default, we direct the
projection toward the centroid of the mesh. For complex editing on
geometry features away from the centroid, users specify a new point
that we call the light origin. Moving the light origin allows edits
to project shaped lighting toward the region of interest. The light
origin also controls where normal smoothing occurs, as explained
in the next section.
Many light origin points can be used. For example, edits made on
a character’s head would need a separate light origin, than for edits
on the arm. Several light origin points, assigned to different edits,
can be used in different regions of the character.

Parameter

Symbol

Effect on Shape

Anisotropy
Sharpness

𝑎
𝑠

Bend
Bulge

𝑤𝑦
𝑤𝑥

Rotation

𝜃𝑟

Normal smooth

𝜏

Intensity Gain

𝐺

Softness

𝑑

Elongates the shape horizontally.
Creates round or sharp endpoints
for the elongated shape.
Curves the elongated shape.
Asymmetrically bulges one side of
the elongated shape.
Rotates the final shape for different
orientations.
Controls how much geometry detail is preserved, or smoothed out,
in the shape.
Intensity edit’s influence on the existing shading.
Mask edit’s boundary softness for
smooth gradation between light
and shade.

We integrate the functionality into an existing 3D application
workspace such as Maya or Blender, which facilitates 3D manipulation, real-time preview, and animation. Within the 3D application,
users are able to animate the position and shape parameters of each
edit, to achieve the desired shadow movement under dynamic lighting. In the next section we give the mathematical formulation of
our shading rig model to achieve the functionality described here.

4

SHADING RIG EDIT MODEL

This section firstly describes the mathematical formulation of our
shading rig model, given the parameters and interface described in
the previous section. Later, we describe how we implement deformation tracking, and animating the shading rig with lighting changes.
For reference we list all the user parameters in Table 2. A full table
of all symbols and notation is given in the supplemental material.
We map the shape of each edit to a local texture space projected
on a surface mesh. The shape is generated by a warped intensity
distribution and then thresholded for a binary mask of light and
shade.
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1) Default

2) Anisotropy

3) Sharpness

4) Bend

5) Bulge

6) Rotation

Fig. 4. Top row: Example sequence of shape manipulation for one shading edit, with the parameter being changed below (previous shape shown with
dotted-lines). Underneath is the same manipulation on a surface mesh.
a)

b)

c)

d)

KF1

KF2

Fig. 5. Steps to animate a single edit with lighting changes. a) Unedited
shading from key light. b) Shading rig edit placed to edit shading boundary.
c) Key light rotated and shading must be edited again. d) First edit is
keyframed to move and change shape under new lighting. The edit’s position
and shape interpolate between keyframes KF1 and KF2 as the key light
direction changes.

Intensity Edit

Mask Edit

section, this is set to the mesh centroid by default, but is moved by
the artist as necessary.
Our projection uses the light space [lx ly lz ] and light space normal
nl of Todo et al. [2013], modified to be spatially varying. Since our
texture space does not depend on the surface normal, we redefine
the light space normal nl as the light space vector vl .
The unit direction vector from p𝑙 to p𝑜 is denoted by l𝑧 and its
corresponding light space basis vectors are l𝑥 and l𝑦 . Given l𝑧 , we
form an orthonormal basis such that l𝑥 is orthogonal to vup (the up
direction vector in world space).
The light space vector is defined as vl = (𝑣𝑙𝑥 , 𝑣𝑙 𝑦 , 𝑣𝑙𝑧 ) = (v · lx, v ·
ly, v · lz ). where v is the direction from the world space position of
the surface shading point pw , to pl .
The texture space is then defined as (𝑢, 𝑣) = (𝑟 cos 𝜃, 𝑟 sin 𝜃 )
where 𝑟 = cos−1 (𝑣𝑙𝑧 ) and 𝜃 = tan−1 (𝑣𝑙 𝑦 /𝑣𝑙𝑥 ).

4.1
Track Deforma�on

Fig. 6. Our Intensity and Mask edit types provide smooth or sharp blending
between shadow areas. Edited shade can be set to track surface deformations
during animation.

While 3D software provides texture projection interfaces for local
decal placement, we implement a simple texture space behaving
similarly to point lighting. Specifically, this allows our parametric
distribution (Section 4.1) to exhibit the distance-based shape scaling
mentioned in the previous section.
The texture space is translated across the surface by moving a
point p𝑙 in 3D space (following the analogy of moving a point light
at position p𝑙 ). We continuously direct the texture space projection
toward the light origin point p𝑜 . As mentioned in the previous
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.

Intensity Distribution

Given our parameters in Section 3.2, we aim to generate these previously described shapes for toon shadow editing. To achieve shape
manipulation with our parameters, and smooth blending with existing shade, our shading rig edits take on a shape described by a
modified bivariate Gaussian intensity distribution mapped to the
local texture space coordinates (𝑢, 𝑣).
Anisotropy (𝑎) and Sharpness (𝑠). For one edit, we define an intensity
distribution 𝐼 , given a point (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ IR2 as follows:
2 1
2−𝑠
𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑒 −𝛼𝑥 − 𝛼 |𝑦 | ,

(1)

where 𝑠 ∈ [0, 1] is the Sharpness parameter, and 𝛼 = 1 − 𝑎 given the
Anisotropy parameter 𝑎 ∈ [0, 1). This gives a smooth intensity distribution with the ability to elongate (using Anisotropy), and sharpen
the elongated points (using Sharpness). This formulation allows
the sharpness parameter to generate mathematically sharp cusps,
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independent of texture resolution or mesh density. This achieves
the first three steps in the shape manipulation process shown in
Figure 4.

a)

b)

c)

fall-off curve 𝑓𝑠 (𝑡) is taken to be a smooth-step function given by
the cubic polynomial curve 3𝑡 2 − 2𝑡 3 , when t is between 0 and 1.

d)

a)
Fig. 7. (a) Initial warped intensity distribution 𝐼 (𝑢 𝑤 , 𝑣𝑤 ) with periodicity
artifacts when using a large Bend value. (b) Mask created by 𝑐 (𝜃 𝑤 ). (c)
Intensity distribution masked by (b) which removes the artifacts. (d) Final
shape after thresholding.

Bend (𝑤 𝑦 ), Bulge (𝑤 𝑥 ), and Rotation (𝜃𝑟 ). We implement the behaviour shown in the last three steps in Figure 4, using the following
formulation. For the desired curvature and asymmetry behaviour,
we sample 𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) with warped (𝑢, 𝑣) coordinates (𝑢 𝑤 , 𝑣 𝑤 ). The Bend
and Bulge parameters are denoted by 𝑤 𝑦 and 𝑤 𝑥 respectively. Defining w := (𝑤 𝑥 , 𝑤 𝑦 ) ⊤ and u := (𝑢, 𝑣) ⊤ , we first compute a warping
function 𝜃 𝑤 (u) as:


𝜃 𝑤 (u) = 𝑘 𝑤 w · R(𝜃𝑟 )u
(2)
where 𝑘 𝑤 , the degree to which 𝑤 𝑥 and 𝑤 𝑦 distorts 𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦), is set to
10. R(𝜃 ) is the 2D rotation matrix given an angle 𝜃 . Given this value
of 𝑘 𝑤 , typical values of 𝑤 𝑥 range between ±0.5 while 𝑤 𝑦 would be
set between ±0.1.
Given 𝜃 𝑤 , and the shape rotation 𝜃𝑟 , (𝑢 𝑤 , 𝑣 𝑤 ) is computed as:


(𝑢 𝑤 , 𝑣 𝑤 ) = w + R(𝜃 𝑤 (u)) R(𝜃𝑟 )u − w
(3)
With this modification to (𝑢, 𝑣), Bend will curve 𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) upwards
(𝑤 𝑦 < 0) or downwards (𝑤 𝑦 > 0) along the y-axis. Bulge will warp
𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) left (𝑤 𝑥 > 0) or right (𝑤 𝑥 < 0) along the x-axis, asymmetrically bulging either side after increasing Anisotropy. The Rotation
parameter 𝜃𝑟 rotates the x and y axes before the Bend and Bulge
operations take effect.
Our formulation in Equations 2 and 3 roughly describes rotating
the coordinates (𝑢, 𝑣) about the point (𝑤 𝑥 , 𝑤 𝑦 ) at a spatially varying
angle 𝜃 𝑤 (𝑢, 𝑣). The magnitude of 𝜃 𝑤 , and thus the distortion, increases along the 𝑢 and 𝑣 axes at the rate of the Bulge (𝑤 𝑥 ) and Bend
(𝑤 𝑦 ) values respectively, providing the desired curving behaviour.
Each edit’s intensity distribution, is then pre-multiplied by several
factors to remove repetition artifacts from warping, limit the range
of influence, and control the influence of surface details on the
edit’s shape. Firstly, to mask out repetition artifacts in (𝑢 𝑤 , 𝑣 𝑤 )
from periodicity, we use a mask 𝑐 (𝜃 ) where 𝑐 (𝜃 ) = 1 if − 𝜋2 < 𝜃 < 𝜋2
and 𝑐 (𝜃 ) = 0 otherwise. This limits the influence of 𝜃 𝑤 outside
the range [− 𝜋2 , 𝜋2 ]. The repetition artifacts and mask are shown in
Figure 7.
Then, the range of influence of each edit is limited to the userspecified distance 𝑅 away from pl , similarly to point lighting. We
attenuate the edit’s intensity distribution using a distance fall-off
curve 𝑓𝑠 (𝑡), with a step-edge width of 𝑘𝑠 = 0.05. This intensity
attenuation factor 𝜔 is given by 𝜔 = 𝑓𝑠 ( 𝑘1 (𝑅 − ∥pw − pl ∥)). The
𝑠

b)

c)

Fig. 8. Given the surface mesh in (a), smoothed normals reduce toon shadow
artifacts, but remove important shape details. Edits are placed to indicate
the nose mouth in (b). Reducing the Normal Smooth parameter for the
mouth edit selectively added detail which the model alone did not express.

Normal Smooth (𝜏). For edit shapes to be more or less influenced
by the surface geometry, we also attenuate each edit’s intensity by
a weight 𝛾 controlled by the Normal Smooth parameter 𝜏 ∈ [0, 1].
We implement surface normal smoothing as a weighted average
N(𝜏) between the surface normal n and smooth sphere-like normals computed from the mesh’s centroid pc [Barla et al. 2006].
We compute this average as N(𝜏) = n ′ (𝜏)/∥n ′ (𝜏)∥, where n ′ (𝜏) =
p −p
(1 − 𝜏)n + 𝜏 ∥pw −pc ∥ .
w
c
The weight 𝛾 is then given by 𝛾 = N(𝜏) · v, where v is the normalised vector from p𝑤 to p𝑙 . We show the behaviour of local normal
smoothing variation in Figure 8. As mentioned, edits made away
from the centroid are given a light origin controller. For such edits
we substitute pc = po so that smoothing occurs about this local
region.
Intensity edits. As mentioned in Section 3, our Intensity edits blend
with existing toon shading boundaries. To combine Intensity edits
with existing toon shading from conventional 3D lighting, we sum
this existing reflectance 𝑑 0 and the weighted intensity distributions
of all 𝑁𝐼 Intensity edits in the shading rig. A global toon shading
threshold 𝑇0 is then applied. 𝑇0 is provided by the existing toon
shader [Lake et al. 2000] which the shading rig is applied to. The lit
region on a surface, which we denote as B1 , is the set of all points
that satisfy the following condition:
𝑇0 < 𝑑 0 +

𝑁𝐼
Õ

𝐺𝑖 𝑐 (𝜃 𝑤𝑖 )𝜔𝑖 𝛾𝑖 𝐼𝑖 (𝑢 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑤𝑖 )

(4)

𝑖=1

Here, 𝐼𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦) is the intensity of the 𝑖 th Intensity edit placed in
the scene. As written, 𝐼𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦) is also weighted by a corresponding,
user-specified, intensity gain parameter 𝐺𝑖 ∈ IR. The magnitude of
𝐺𝑖 controls the strength relative to other shading terms, while its
sign affects whether light (𝐺 > 0) or shadow (𝐺 < 0) is created. As
mentioned, this is analogous to controlling the intensity of conventional 3D lighting while allowing negative values for shadows. In
Figure 9 we show how our intensity edits can be smoothly combined
for toon shadow editing.
Mask edits. Mask edits instead preserve sharp joins when combined
with other shading, and are unaffected by light changes unless
animated with the key light. For mask edits, each edit creates their
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 9. In (a), conventional toon shadow is the red shape lacking cheek and
nose definition. Our edit shapes, shown in blue, are placed to depict more
detail. In (b) we see the shadow shapes (outlined) are smoothly combined
into the desired shading. The final shading is shown in (c).

own lit region by thresholding their own intensity fields. Thus the
lit region of the 𝑖 th Mask edit, which we denote as M𝑖 , is the set of
points where 𝑡𝑚 < 𝑐 (𝜃 𝑤𝑖 )𝜔𝑖 𝛾𝑖 𝐼𝑖 (𝑢 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑤𝑖 ). The threshold 𝑡𝑚 is set
to 0.8 for all mask edits. The lit region of all mask edits combined
Ð𝑁 𝑀
with all intensity edits is simply: B1 ∪ ( 𝑖=1
M𝑖 ), where 𝑁𝑀 is the
number of Mask edits used in the shading rig.
Any mask edit can be specified to produce a shadow instead of
light. For all mask edits used for shadow, the modified region is
Ð𝑁 𝑀
instead given by B1 ∩ ( 𝑖=1
M𝑖 ), where M𝑖 is the complement of
the set M𝑖 .
When using multiple light origins, each edit evaluates their own
intensity distributions using the 𝑝𝑜 of their assigned light origins.
We then combine the edits using the same equations.

vector, instead of a scalar time value, we use spherical radial basis
functions (RBFs) [Tsai and Shih 2006]. This preserves the geodesic
distance between light direction vectors when interpolating between
keyframes. Using the spherical Gaussian as the RBF kernel gives
smooth interpolation between keyframes. The spherical Gaussian
function that we use is given by:
exp (𝜆(𝜼 · 𝝃 − 1))

(5)

where 𝜼 is the unit vector in the direction being sampled, 𝝃 is
the centre axis, and 𝜆 determines the kernel width. The value of
𝝃 for each spherical Gaussian is the key light direction in which
a keyframe was set. We set 𝜆 = 1 by default, though this can be
changed by the artist to control the interpolation result.
Each edit requires at least two keyframes for interpolation between key light directions. By default, the RBF interpolated function will extrapolate how the shading rig behaves when the key
light rotates away from these light directions. Artists can add more
keyframes to control the result, or modify the RBF kernel width 𝜆.
As in general scattered data interpolation using RBFs, large 𝜆 values
provide smoother interpolation between distant keyframes, while
small 𝜆 values will prevent overshoot between close keyframes.
When pre-animating the shading rig, the same number of edits
are used for all key light directions. Edits that appear and disappear
must still exist in the scene. As mentioned, this effect is controlled
by the distance-based intensity falloff and shape scaling, or with
intensity gain for intensity edits.

Deformation Tracking. The deformation tracking behaviour described
in Section 3.3 is achieved by evaluating our edits in undeformed
object space. For edits that are chosen to track deformation, we
substitute the world space position p𝑤 and normal n, with the undeformed object space position and normals, when computing the
texture space and intensity distributions.

Art-directed Shading for Dynamic Objects. Rather than the light
direction changing, an object may rotate relative to a key light
direction. In terms of shading, this case is equivalent to the light
rotating in the opposite angle relative to the object. To reproduce the
correct shading at this orientation, we can simply evaluate shading
rig animation at this opposite angle, given by the current key light
direction and the orientation of the object. We then update the
shading rig at this light vector but apply the shading in object space,
like we do for deformation tracking, ensuring that the edits which
do not change with the key light remain static.
Based on these animation and interpolation behaviours, we show
an example pre-animated shading rig in the next section.

4.2

5

Softness (𝑑). The Softness parameter, denoted by 𝑑, of an edit will
smooth its shape’s boundary. A smooth boundary of width 𝑑 is
achieved using the same smooth step function 𝑓𝑠 (𝑡), mentioned
previously. For the 𝑖 th mask edit, the smoothed edit shape mask is
given by 𝑓𝑠 ( 𝑑1 (𝑐 (𝜃 𝑤𝑖 )𝜔𝑖 𝛾𝑖 𝐼𝑖 (𝑢 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑤𝑖 ) − 𝑡𝑚 )).
𝑖

Shading Rig Animation

A shading rig is built from multiple edits based on these shapes. With
this rig being fully parametric, artists can freely animate the motion
and shape variation using keyframing. One can set keyframes of
edit positions and shape parameters on the timeline for a traditional
animation sequence. Alternatively, for the case of varying lighting,
we develop a system for keyframing with respect to the key light
direction. Artists can then animate the shading rig to dynamically
adjust conventional toon shading under a changing light direction.
We refer to this as pre-animating the shading rig.
At a given light direction, artists adjust the shading rig for their
desired result, and create a keyframe. Note that these keyframes
are set for each light direction, not on a timeline in the traditional
sense. Keyframes hold the state of the shading rig, including the 3D
position of each edit and their parameter values, at a given light
direction. Since our interpolation domain is the key light direction
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.

RESULTS

In this section we compare continuous shadow animation, and dependence on mesh density, with Todo et al. [2007], and shape interpolation performance with Nader and Guennebaud [2018]. We also
show qualitative examples of how our shading rig model supports
the use-cases introduced below.

5.1

Examples and Use-Cases

We first show how our shading rig approach can achieve common
use cases for shade editing using our parametric edits.
Facial Expression and Detail. In hand-drawn shading, facial expression and detail are exaggerated with stylised shadows. In Figure 10
we show examples of hand-drawn shading for facial expression and
detail, as well as how our edits can serve this purpose. In this example, we use rounded shadow edits to darken the eyes as the "deep
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Muscle Shading. We show how muscle lines can be introduced with
the shading rig. Shadows added to emphasise crease details such
as muscles are referred to as "inner lines" [Guertault et al. 2018;
Motomura 2015]. Figure 11 shows hand-drawn muscle shading, and
how our shading edits can model these shadows as parametric inner
lines. This use-case of cartoon muscle lines, typically solved using
textures or mesh editing, can now achieve vector quality while
remaining animatable with our approach.

Fig. 10. Top: Example hand-drawn shadows used for facial expression
and detail. Bottom: unedited toon shading (left) and edited expression
using shading edits (right). This result required 5 edits. Creature concept:
©Wildboy Studios used with permission. Female artwork by Claudio Grassi
licensed under CC BY. Head model by Vinicius Nunes licensed under CC
BY.

pools of shadow" [Hogarth 1991] mentioned in Section 3. Curved
and sharpened edits exaggerate brow wrinkles and cheekbones such
as shown in the hand-drawn examples.

Fig. 12. Left: Hand-drawn stylised shading with Rembrandt triangle under
the eye. Middle: Edited toon shading with the shading rig, applying a Rembrandt triangle without a nose shadow being cast. A single intensity edit is
used to blend with existing key lighting. Right: rounded Rembrandt triangle
added also using one mask edit with high Normal Smoothing. Character
artwork: ©Rodu used with permission.

Rembrandt Triangle. The Rembrandt triangle [Sint 2009; Wright
2015] is a realistic lighting phenomenon, ubiquitous in both stylised
shading and cinematic lighting. It occurs when an elongated nose
shadow meets the cheek shadow creating a triangular lit area beneath the eye. Although our edit parameters were not specifically
designed for triangles, we show an example of a similar shape, in
Figure 12. This required low Anisotropy, high Sharpness, increased
Bulge to weigh one side, and increased Bend to curve up around
the eye. The edits were added directly, even though the unedited
result did not produce a nose shadow.
Local Detail Control. We show that even on high detail surface
meshes, our edits can control shadows by varying the Normal
Smoothing parameter on each edit. In the example in Figure 13,
surface details on the snake are revealed only on the tail. The face is
left abstract to only show face details like the eyes and mouth. We
achieve this with different edits having their own Normal Smooth
value. The underside of the snake also employs local softening as
defined by the artist.

Fig. 11. Top: hand-drawn stylised muscle shading. Bottom: unedited toon
shading (left) and added muscle shading using 10 shading edits (right). Both
results use a black contour shader. Artwork by Brain Graft licensed under
CC BY. Model by Julien Kaspar licensed under CC BY.

Fig. 13. Left: high detail mesh. Middle: base toon shading. Right: edited
result (9 edits). Model by Julien Kaspar licensed under CC BY. Best viewed
in the electronic copy.
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Frame: 1

Frame: 69

Frame: 110

Fig. 14. Top: Edit made on the left-most frame (d in blue) can track mesh
deformation throughout an animation sequence. Bottom: edit shown in
white precisely tracks mesh surface parametrisation and remains animatable
and mesh/texture resolution independent. Model by Daniel Martinez Lara
licensed under CC BY.

Deformation Support. We also show our method supports animated
and deforming characters, using our deformation tracking function.
Artists can design edits at a single undeformed pose, and have
their edits automatically track surface deformations. In Figure 14
an edit is placed near the left corner of the mouth. Without any
further manual animation of this edit, it tracks the surface mesh
during deformation. We also visualise the edit with the surface’s
UV parametrisation showing precise correspondence. This matches
the behavior of other techniques, while remaining animatable at
vector quality.

5.2

5.3

Fig. 15. Left: Lit-sphere shading [Todo et al. 2013]. Middle: Edited shading
using shading rig (5 edits). Right: Shading Rig (circle and axis controllers)
and its resulting intensity field. Model by Julien Kaspar licensed under CC
BY. Best viewed in the electronic copy.

Other styles. Our shading rig approach can be used outside twotone toon shading. In Figure 15 we show how our Intensity Edits
are suitable for editing artist-defined shading gradation such as in
lit-sphere shading [Sloan et al. 2001; Todo et al. 2013]. We achieve
this by locally scaling the lit-sphere texture of [Todo et al. 2013]
based on the edited intensity field generated from the shading rig.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.

Shadow Animation with Lighting Changes

After pre-animating, the shading rig smoothly transitions between
the keyframes as the key light is rotated. This has the effect of shading edits moving in space, and morphing in shape, to dynamically
correct the toon shading result as desired by the artist. We show an
example result in Figure 16. For comparison, we show the unedited
toon shading result and the normal smoothed result on which the
shading rig applied edits.
This example was animated with four dynamic edits, each using
2-4 positional keyframes and 1-3 parameter keyframes. To make
edits smoothly appear and disappear, their positions were moved
further and closer to the surface mesh. This gives simple control
over the size of the edit’s shape just like conventional point lights
with a distance based intensity falloff.
Note the intentionally added stylised Rembrandt triangle which
the unedited result did not produce. This edit was added directly,
regardless of the geometry and conventional lighting. This edit’s
shape was also animated to emerge rounded, and then sharpened
at the right light angles, using the Sharpness and Anisotropy parameters. From this we can see the level of control artists have over
smooth stylised shadow animation, using the shading rig.
We note that this level of control for dynamic shadow design
is crucial to avoid undesirable shadows from realistic lighting. In
this case especially, long nose shadows are required to produce
Rembrandt lighting in reality [Wright 2015], but are considered
undesirable [Malkiewicz and Mullen 2009] before the Rembrandt
triangle is made. With the shading rig, we can smoothly animate
the triangle emerging while keeping the nose shadow short.
The edit at the forehead is also used to exaggerate the browline by
sharply pinching the shading boundary at the brow. This is animated
from left to right with the key light, to maintain this contour shape
while the key light is rotated. Just three keyframes were need for
this highlight using the shading rig.
In Figure 17 we show how this animation can be applied to a
dynamic character moving relative to a key light. This example,
implemented in Unreal Engine 4, shows the artist-defined shadow
behaviour being reproduced as the character turns her head. This
result uses the method in Section 4.2. Please see the supplementary
video for the full animation.

Performance Evaluation

After implementing our method as a GPU shader, we observed realtime rendering and animation of more complex shading rigs (tens of
edits) in both Maya and Blender. We observed real-time performance
for thousands of edits (more than necessary for practical use), in
a stylised game environment, in Unreal Engine 4. The following
results show the performance cost of each stage in our approach.
For the RBF-based animation system, we measure the worst-case
performance costs for keyframing and real-time evaluation, as the
number of keyframes increase. In Figure 18, we measure the RBF
solve time as more keyframes are added for all parameters of a
single edit. We see that adding a keyframe is fast for a single edit,
even up to 200 keyframes. Figure 19 shows the RBF evaluation time
for all parameters in a shading rig with 10 and 100 edits. Figure
20 shows GPU rendering time as the number of edits increase. In
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Fig. 16. Top row (SR): Shadow animation produced by a pre-animated shading rig (collection of cross-shaped locators) as the key light is rotated. Bottom row,
for each frame shown in the top row: Conventional toon shading (TS) and normal smoothed toon shading (NS) to be edited.

Fig. 17. Shading rig animation result, applied to a dynamic character moving
relative to key lighting. TS: toon shading, NS: normal smoothing, SR: shading
rig.

Fig. 18. Time taken to keyframe all parameters for one edit, as its number
of keyframes increases, measured by the RBF solve time.

Unreal Engine 4, we render the GPU shader for different screen
percentages of the total screen resolution of 1920×1080. The screen
percentage is how much area a stylised character takes up of the
viewport.

Fig. 19. RBF evaluation time (log scale) for shading rigs with 10 and 100 edits,
as the number of keyframes per edit increases (all parameters keyframed).

Fig. 20. GPU shading frame time (log scale) as the number of edits increases,
at different screen percentages of 1920×1080 resolution.

The timings were measured using an Intel Xeon W-2123 3.60 GHz
CPU, on 16 GB of RAM, and a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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The real-time evaluation result shows that our shading rig achieves
real-time performance. While we expect that artists will only use
tens of keyframes per edit, and tens of dynamic edits per character,
testing at these larger ranges still show real-time rendering with
multiple characters can be achieved.
Not all edits and parameters need to be animated, so these performance results show the worst-case performance cost in our unoptimised implementation. In practice, shading rigs for off-screen
and distant characters need not be updated. In real-time games and
previsualisation, the shading rig can be updated on a CPU thread
independent of the GPU rendering framerate.

5.4

While using grid-free mass transport techniques would avoid
pixelation artifacts, other sampling issues would arise. The grid-free
method of Bonneel et al. [2011] use RBFs to approximate shapes,
but this cannot reproduce sharp cusps as mentioned in the related
work. Representing distributions as weighted point clouds using
weighted Dirac delta functions [Peyré et al. 2019] would produce
aliasing artifacts as demonstrated by Bonneel et al. [2011].

a)

b)

c)

d)

Comparison With Previous Work
4
12 3

(a) [Todo et al. 2007]

1

2

(b) Our approach

Fig. 21. Example animated shade edit comparison with colour variation
from red (start) to blue (end). (a) Offset painting [Todo et al. 2007] result
with 4 keyframes (numbered), showing fragmented motion of shadow. (b)
our approach requires only 2 keyframes to yield continuous motion and
shape manipulation.

Smooth Animation. We expect shape interpolation between two
keyframes to achieve continuous motion and shape transformation,
without gaps or doubling, as described by Bonneel et al. [2011].
While offset painting [Todo et al. 2007] supports arbitrary shade
modification, edits cannot be moved across the surface without
redrawing the shape. Our method requires no redrawing of designed
shapes and are simply moved across the surface mesh like a light
source. Furthermore, we achieve continuous shade animation with
limited keyframes, as shown in Figure 21. Here we see the edits
of Todo et al. [2007] disappear and reappear between keyframes,
due to linear blending between the fixed intensity distributions of
their edits. Our approach of parametrising each edit achieves true
distribution interpolation, preserving continuous motion and shape
interpolation between keyframes. This is more clearly illustrated in
Figure 3 of the supplemental material.
Rasterisation Artifact Comparison. Bonneel et al. [2011] proposed to
use optimal mass transport for continuous distribution interpolation
that specifically solves the problem shown in Figure 21 and Figure 3
of the supplemental material. The method of Nader and Guennebaud
[2018] achieves this in real-time on an image grid. Although suitable
for fast texture mapping on GPUs, this would exhibit artifacts upon
close-up. In Figure 22, we compare these artifacts and show that
our approach provides artifact free reproduction of sharp edits and
shape boundary. The boundary of our edit shapes can be antialiased
using screen-space derivatives as done by Loop and Blinn [2005].
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.

Fig. 22. Texture mapping using a rasterised shading texture exhibits pixelation artifacts upon magnification (a). Using a rasterised intensity distribution (b) for optimal transport, [Nader and Guennebaud 2018] causes
artifacts after thresholding (c). Our parametric distribution (d) provides
artifact free reproduction of sharp cusps and shape boundary.

Performance Comparison With Image Interpolation. While the above
artifacts can be reduced with higher texture resolution, we show that
our 2D shape interpolation has a much lower computational cost
than that of Nader and Guennebaud [2018]. As mentioned in Section 2, the precomputation time demanded by their method would
become prohibitive for editing with high resolution images. Our
method requires no precomputation, allowing for artists to animate
shading with instant feedback.We also compare the performance
cost of animation provided by each method at runtime.
The 2D shape interpolation of our shading rig model and the
method of Nader and Guennebaud [2018] can both be parallelised
on the GPU. To compare the total number of operations we measure
running times using single-threaded, non-parallelised, CPU implementations of each method. We used an Intel Xeon W-2123 3.60 GHz,
with 16 GB of RAM. Both methods interpolate parameters representing the output 2D shape, with negligible running time. However,
we find that the rasterisation step of Nader and Guennebaud [2018]
is much slower than ours. Figure 2 in the supplemental material
shows the running times. We can see that our shape interpolation
is an order of magnitude faster. Thus, artists can use more dynamic
shading edits with our approach than with mass transport, for interactive applications. We note that shape interpolation based on
mass transport still permits arbitrarily shaped shading edits.
Mesh Density Independence. In Figure 23, we show that edited shading shapes degrade after mesh decimation, when relying on vertex
normal edits, or offsets painted as vertex colours [Todo et al. 2007].
Our parametric edits are seen to preserve their shape regardless of
mesh density and topology, providing greater freedom of expression
to artists. In particular the shadow shapes permitted by mesh-based
edits are severely limited by mesh topology.
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Medium Decimation

Original Mesh

Our approach also demands a time investment to pre-animate the
shading rig with all lighting changes. Animated shading rig results
produced in this paper took up to several hours to create in our
prototype. We note, however, that 3D character preparation using
existing editing techniques for stylised games, has been reported to
take months [Motomura 2015]. Considering this, and our improved
keyframing results, our approach will reduce preparation time while
enabling smooth shade animation at vector quality.

High Decimation

Future Work. Compared to our approach, vector mask manipulation
from rotoscopy remains the most flexible in designing arbitrary
shadow animation. Further research into rendering real-time, animatable, vector masks on 3D surfaces would be valuable. While
interfaces for 3D lighting tasks have been evaluated [Kerr and Pellacini 2009], further interface development with artists, followed
by user studies could help to assess what user interfaces are best
suited to stylised shade editing.
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Fig. 23. Original shade edits made on a surface mesh (blue) and their dependence on mesh density. a) Limitation of Todo et al. [2007] where edit
shapes are affected by mesh density and topology. b) Our parametric edits
preserve their shape regardless of mesh resolution and topology.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We addressed the problem of dynamic stylised shading edits by parameterising individual edits. Our novel parametric model produce
local stylised shade editing shapes. This allows for smooth animation while maintaining vector quality and resolving sharp cusps
upon close-ups. Based on artistic shading literature, our edits are
designed to produce expressive shapes to support common editing
practices and adding intentional details.
We have shown smoother animation results compared to the
method of Todo et al. [2007], with fewer keyframes. We also demonstrated that our 2D shape and intensity distribution interpolation
incurs dramatically lower computational load compared to real-time
optimal transport [Nader and Guennebaud 2018].
Artists can build a shading rig to edit the result of conventional
toon shading. Our example pre-animated shading rig achieves realtime art-directed toon shading without artist intervention.
Limitations. Our parametric edit model can produce simple, round
shapes with optional sharp points, suitable for characters with
organic forms. However, for mechanical objects such as robots,
weapons, and cars, our parameters may have limited support for producing more complex edits for these geometric surfaces. Similarly,
our model may also have limited support for producing fine-scale
hair details and shade editing on complex large-scale background
environments.

We would like to give special thanks to Ayumi Kimura, Anandaroop
Mukherjee, Joaquim Jorge, and CMIC researchers and staff. Models
and artwork sourced from Sketchfab and Blender Cloud. This project
was supported by the Entrepreneur University Programme, funded
by Tertiary Education Commission (TEC), New Zealand.
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